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Gilmore House
Existing Conditions

This proposal relates to the .4-acre site, formerly occupied by the late Ms. Dorothy Gilmore,
that encompasses an over-sized single-family residence and a vacant commercial structure.
The property (M08 027) is currently zoned C-2 Neighborhood Commercial and is assessed
on the current tax rolls at $125,700. EXHIBIT A
Existing Environment

This property was once an entrance corner adjacent to a neighborhood hub area for this
primarily African-American, working class neighborhood. The property is situated in one of
the Areas of Disinvestment identified in the Comprehensive Plan Update and within the
Canaan Historic Neighborhood subarea of the Downtown Urban Redevelopment Area
(DURA). The subarea goals appear in the Urban Redevelopment Plan (URP). EXHIBIT B
Redevelopment Perspective

In accordance with the URP (p60), development proposals for this subarea should aim to
create an abutting neighborhood commercial/service center. In February 2012 while
preparing a series of conceptual plans for future economic development and community
development projects, the DDA developed an ambitious long-range concept plan - first
reviving and eventually expanding a Burney Commercial Center. EXHIBIT C
When approached with an affordable sales price, the DDA explored the potential for making
a small piece work toward the outlined goal and to stimulate investment in the neighborhood
again. Typically, public activity in Areas of Disinvestment is often controversial given the
depressed environs and the guarded approach to proactive community investment. Even so,
DDA was asked to explore this opportunity by members of the elected body.
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Redevelopment Proposal
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The DDA evaluated the reuse of the vacant house as a 5,130 sq.ft. mixed use facility, having
two residential units above and commercial/professional units on the first floor. At this
time, only the residential structure was considered given its good condition and ability to
quickly be put into service. The DDA secured an option to buy at$87,500 until Sept. 26
to afford the City an opportunity to entertain this neighborhood investment project. If the
City chooses to acquire the property, the DDA is willing to secure financing for the adaptive
use of the building and provide construction oversight and management like any other DDA.
As it has successfully demonstrated in the past, DDA would also seek development partners,
recruit financial investors, and secure grants to recoup and offset public investment.

Financial Considerations – Construction, Expenses, Income, Unique Building

Preliminary site visits were conducted by the Fire Marshal, Building Inspection, and Utility
Superintendent, and a contractor inspected and provided a cost estimate for rehabilitation.
Cost estimates range from $65,700-$87,700 depending upon the final floor plan and uses.
Operational expenses for yard maintenance, utilities, contingency fund for building
maintenance, debt service, etc. are anticipated to be $1312 per month. (This assumes
$100,000 improvements with a 15 yr note at 2%.) Construction estimates are below that.
Also, the renewal of the current City/DDA Intergovernmental Agreement would assure a
lower community project lending rate at our local banks.
Upstairs income (2 units) is expected to be $750 per month with utilities paid by tenants.
Downstairs rents, varying upon final number and configuration of units, is estimated to be
$925. The total projected income is $1,675. A local real estate agent active with the
minority community aided in the rental income estimates.
The substantial and singular footprint of this building allows multiple lower units (at least 4),
sharing facilities off a central hall and thus avoiding having to install restroom facilities for
each unit. Unit 1 & 2 are anticipated to be office in nature, with Unit 1 having the option of
an extra room. With its own exterior entrance, Unit 3 is the most attractive for a service
business (such as a salon/barber). Unit 4 is so large as to make it possible for one or more
tenants (perhaps addressing the neighborhood’s most requested retail needs). EXHIBIT D
Other Considerations – Job Creation, Public Incentives, Future Potential

Of course, DDA can provide economic incentives that make the project possible that private
enterprise can not secure. DDA may provide shared parking and seek zoning/variances if
needed to incentivize a shared facility site. Potential grants for construction, parking, and
equipment, as well as in-kind participation, may be garnered as well. For example, USDA
offers a Rural Business Enterprise Grant through which the DDA may secure funding for a
myriad of items which can reduce initial capital costs for small businesses. One such grant,
as it is repaid, stays in the community for lending to future small businesses. EXHIBIT E
The commercial corner building/site also has untapped future potential.

EXHIBIT F
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As part of our new Madison Opportunity Zone, businesses locating in this facility and
meeting the minimum state criteria would be eligible for a $3,500 tax credit per employee
for 5 years for each job created. DDA would use this financial incentive tool to recruit
businesses to the Gilmore House. This would be particularly advantageous for a business
such as a contractor, who needed a one-room office but whose employees work off-site.
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CANAAN HISTORIC NEIGHBORHOOD
This is a historic residential neighborhood. The primary goals are to reinforce housing within the area,
create an abutting neighborhood commercial/service center, and improve neighborhood connectivity and
amenities. Development proposals shall execute one or more of the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Rehabilitation of viable residential structures;
Development of neighborhood service/commercial structures;
Development of neighborhood amenities;
Improvement of stormwater systems in the neighborhood;
Connectivity to public sidewalk system;
Installation of a five (5) foot public sidewalk and street trees every twenty-five (25) linear feet
of frontage along public rights-of-way.

CHARACTER AREA 8 [SEE FIGURE 12, OVERALL AREA DEVELOPMENT AND BUILDOUT - MAP 2].
This area is located in the Madison Historic District along N. Main Street and there are not additional
improvements proposed for this area. The primary goal is to include this area for it to capitalize on
economic benefits of participation. Existing growth management tools shall govern this area.
AIRPORT INDUSTRIAL AREA
This area is located adjacent to the airport and there are not additional improvements proposed for this area.
The primary goal is to include this area for it to capitalize on economic benefits of participation. Existing
growth management tools shall govern this area.

City of Madison

CHARACTER AREA 7 [SEE FIGURE 12, OVERALL AREA DEVELOPMENT AND BUILDOUT - MAP 2]
This area is a historic residential area with both large and small houses; however, there is a weak pedestrian
connection between W. Jefferson and N. Second streets that is impairing connectivity and business
expansion. The primary goals are to reinforce residential character, resolve traffic (vehicular and pedestrian)
conflicts, and rebuild connectivity for the area. Development proposals shall execute one or more of the
following:
1) Retention of all historic structures;
2) Demolition of all non-historic structures;
2) Rehabilitation of historic structures (not necessarily used for residential purposes);
3) Construction of new infill cottages, reflective of the extant residential structures (scale,
footprint, spacing, materials, etc.) and meeting Historic Preservation guidelines;
4) Construction of congregate and shared access rear parking areas;
5) Completion of a limited section of a new street entitled Autry Street;
6) Allow for expansion of non-conforming warehouses, provided that traffic and connectivity
concerns can be addressed;
7) Connectivity to public sidewalk system;
8) Installation of a five (5) foot public sidewalk and street trees every twenty-five (25) linear feet
of frontage along public rights-of-way.
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N. SECOND STREET AREA
CHARACTER AREA 6 [SEE FIGURE 12, OVERALL AREA DEVELOPMENT AND BUILDOUT - MAP 2]
Please note that Character Area 6 overlaps onto [SEE FIGURE 11, OVERALL AREA DEVELOPMENT AND
BUILDOUT - MAP 1]. See notes above.
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